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Abstract
The paper extends a previous model of a heated water sys-
tem with stratification, with an external floor heating cir-
culation loop and a detailed model of heat transfer from
water pipe to heated room. A minor error in the previous
stratification model is corrected. The floor heating loop is
posed as a cross-current heat exchanger, and a simple ap-
proximation of time delay for heat advection is suggested.
For heat flow to the room, infinitely fast heating of an
aluminum plate is suggested, with slower heat transfer to
chip-board, through fiberboard and parquet to the room.
The room is heated by a combination of convection and
radiation. The results show that the inclusion of the heat
circulation loop shows that this has an important effect on
the dynamics of the system, and that this loop should be
taken into account if parameters are tuned to fit the model
to experimental data.
Keywords: floor heating, energy in buildings, energy
storage, hot water tank model, water distribution system,
stratified flow model

1 Introduction
Floor heating has been used for thousands of years, and
essentially consists of a heat generation system and a heat
distribution system with heat transfer through the floor.
Modern studies of low energy buildings focus on taking
advantage of water with low thermal value (lukewarm,
30–35 ◦C), which necessitates reducing heat transfer co-
efficients in the system. Modern control systems allow for
reducing the temperature when (part of) the building is un-
used, but require heating system with low heat capacity to
be efficient. This implies using above-floor systems, i.e.,
inserting pipes in the underlayment between the subfloor
(e.g., chipboard) and the floor covering (parquet, etc.).

(Lie et al., 2014) discussed the use of solar heating as-
sisted by electric heating for floor heating, and studied the
use of Model Predictive Control (MPC), and (Lie, 2015)
discussed a minor improvement of the heater model. In
(Johansen et al., 2019), an improved model of an elec-
tric heater was considered, and compared with experi-
mental data. Specifically, a model of stratification due to
(Viskanta et al., 1977) was used, see also (Xu et al., 2014).
(Lago et al., 2019) discusses a similar model, and a pos-
sible smooth description of the buoyancy conductivity. A
more complex model of stratification is given in (Vrettos,
2016), with a two stage diffusion predictor and buoyancy
corrector step. A system with some details of floor heating

Figure 1. Floor heating system.

is discussed in (Ho et al., 1995).
In this paper, the heated water tank model as in (Jo-

hansen et al., 2019) is corrected for missing constants, and
is extended with a water distribution system for floor heat-
ing. The system is extended to include a circulation loop
for floor heating — with more details about the floor lay-
ers than in (Lie et al., 2014), while excluding the solar
heating. The effect of the circulation loop is examined;
this circulation loop was not included in the model fitting
of (Johansen et al., 2019). The paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2, an overview is given of the system. In
Section 3, the dynamic model of the system with heater,
water circulation, and floor layers + room is developed. In
Section 4, some simulations results are given, while con-
clusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 System overview
2.1 Floor heating
Consider a floor heating system for a building, Fig. 1.

The system consists of an electrically heated, stratified
water tank which supplies heated water to a water loop
passing through water pipes embedded in the floor. The
heated floor then provides heating to the room above to
compensate for heat loss to the surroundings. Both floor
temperature and air temperature in the heated room is of
importance for inhabitant comfort. Typically, a floor tem-
perature of ca. 22 ◦C and an air temperature of ca. 20 ◦C
is deemed optimal when in use.

The heated water tank is influenced by external signals
in the form of the loop volumetric water flow rate V̇`, the
split range valve signal uv which determines how much
water goes through the heated tank, the ambient tempera-
ture of the heated tank, T t

a , and the fraction of full electric
power uP that is used to heat the tank. In the model of (Jo-
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hansen et al., 2019), the inlet temperature Ti at the bottom
of the tank was also an external signal; in this work, Ti is
a signal that comes from the heated floor subsystem, and
is thus not a free, external input.

The water from the heated tank flows into the water
loop at temperature T `

i (the temperature after the split
range valve of the heated tank), and passes through a
lengthy pipe embedded in the floor. The floor pipe is es-
sentially a heat exchanger for transfer of heat to the floor.
From the floor, heat is transferred to the room by convec-
tion and radiation. Finally, the room experiences a heat
loss to the surroundings which is at external ambient tem-
perature T r

a .

2.2 Heated water tank: modification
The stratified heated water tank with discretization is
given in detail in Johansen et al. (2019). In (Johansen
et al., 2019), buoyant turbulent mixing flux Q̇′′db was cor-
rectly given by

∂ Q̇′′db
∂ z

=−kb
∂ 2T
∂ z2 .

Here, z is vertical position, kb is a buoyancy conductivity,
and T is the temperature distribution over z . However,
here we correct the expression for kb, which should be

kb =

{
ρ ĉp ·κ2d2

√
gαp

∣∣ ∂T
∂ z

∣∣, ∂T
∂ z < 0

0, ∂T
∂ z ≥ 0,

where ρ is density, ĉp is specific heat capacity, κ is the von
Kármán constant, d is the tank diameter, g is acceleration
of gravity, and αp is the thermal expansion coefficient at
constant pressure.

The essential difference is that in the previous publica-
tion, ρ ĉp was replaced by an ad hoc tuning parameter cb
which was suggested to have a value near unity.

2.3 Transport of water in pipes
If we assume that the pipes transporting water to and from
the heated floor are perfectly insulated, the temperature for
these stretches are given by the advection equation:

∂T
∂ t

=−v
∂T
∂x

where

v =
V̇`

Ap

with V̇` the volumetric flow rate in the water loop through
the floor heating system, and Ap the cross sectional area of
the pipe. The advection model has the well known solu-
tion

T (t,x = L) = T
(

t− L
v
,x = 0

)
where L is the length of the pipe. The Laplace transform
of this solution is

T (s,x = L) = exp
(
−L

v
s
)

T (s,x = 0) .

Chipboard, 22 mm

Mineral wool, 198 mm

Air, 23 mm
Ceiling panel, 14 mm

Floor above ground

Parquet, 14 mm

Plastic film, 0.20 mm

Felt paper
Aluminum, 0.5 mm
Porous fiberboard, 36 mm 

150-200 mm

Figure 2. Structure of floor heating (not to scale), freely
after https://www.uponor.no/vvs/produkter/gulvvarme/calma-
trinnlydplater. Water flows in water pipes, which typically are
separated by 150–200mm.

This time delay can be expressed directly in some model-
ing languages. In Modelica, the syntax would be1:

1 TxL = delay(Tx0, L/v)

Other languages, such as Julia, have special solvers for
delay differential equations.

Introducing τ ≡ L
v as the time delay, we can approxi-

mate the solution by N compartments. With partial delay
τi such that ∑

N
i=1 τi = τ , a possible Padé approximation is

T (s;x = L)
T (s;x = 0)

=
1

exp(τNs)

N−1

∏
i=1

exp
(
− τi

2 s
)

exp
(

τi
2 s
) ≈ 1

1+ τNs

N−1

∏
i=1

1− τi
2 s

1+ τi
2 s

with realization

dx1

dt
=

1
τ1

(Tx=0− x1)

dx1

dt
+

dx2

dt
=

2
τ2

(x1− x2)

...
dxN−1

dt
+

dxN

dt
=

2
τN

(xN−1− xN)

where Tx=L = xN . An advection model/time delay has
non-minimum phase characteristics (Åstrøm and Murray,

2008), and the all-pass terms 1− τi
2 s

1+ τi
2 s

ensures that the non-

minimum phase characteristic is retained. At the same
time, the lag term 1

1+τNs ensures that the time derivative
of the input signal Tx=0 can be avoided. This advection
model approximation constitutes a DAE, which can eas-
ily be changed into an ODE. However, the resulting ODE
becomes more complicated, and if we use a DAE solver,
such a reformulation is not needed.

2.4 Heat transfer from water to floor
2.4.1 Structure of heated floor

The structure of the floor layers is depicted in Fig. 2.
Water pipes of PEX (cross-linked polyethylene) are

put in grooves in the underlayment, typically in flexible,
porous fiberboard which also serves to dampen the sound

1https://www.openmodelica.org/forum/default-topic/1907-how-to-
make-a-time-delay,-w-t-r
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of steps. To secure good heat transfer to the floor finish
(e.g., parquet), the pipes are put in thermal contact with an
aluminum plate which has high thermal conductivity, and
thus spreads the heat evenly in the aluminum plate. The
water pipes are either surrounded (50-75%) by Ω-plates or
clips, or they are surrounded by a plaster with good ther-
mal conductivity such as anhydrite — this is to secure the
best possible heat transfer area to the aluminum plate.

To achieve even temperature in the aluminum plate and
thus in the floor finish (e.g., parquet), pipes of outer di-
ameter 12–20mm and 2mm wall thickness of PEX are
typically put at a distance of 15–20cm along the entire
floor. Between the floor finish and the aluminum plate is
felt paper, or similar, to enable some sliding between the
floor finish and the underlayment and thus reduce sounds
of movement.

The floor layer structure in Fig. 2 is common when there
is a room below the floor. We will neglect heat transfer
resistance in the very thin plastic film and felt paper. For
simplicity, we will also assume that the insulation (mineral
wool) is perfect, and that there is no heat leakage to the
room below.

2.4.2 Heat transfer from water to aluminum
To simplify the model, we assume a fast heat transfer be-
tween water and aluminum, and due to aluminum’s high
heat conduction, the aluminum temperature is taken to be
homogeneous. Heat transfer can then be modeled as in a
steady state cross current heat exchanger. The water tem-
perature is at the tube side (pipe), with temperature Tp (x)
varying along the pipe length, while aluminum is the shell
side with temperature Tal being independent of position.

Introducing the tube side water pipe dimensionless
Stanton number Np

St,

Np
St =

UxAx

ṁpĉp,w
,

with heat transfer coefficient Ux, contact surface Ax in
heat exchanger, tube side (water) mass flow rate ṁp, and
tube side heat capacity ĉp,w, and assuming Np

St is indepen-
dent of position x, we find the heat transfer from tube side
water pipe to shell side aluminum Q̇p2al to be

Q̇p2al = ṁpĉp,w
[
1− exp

(
−Np

St

)](
T p

i −Tal
)
.

Here, T p
i is the water pipe inlet temperature to the “heat

exchanger”, while Tal is the exit temperature of the shell
side = aluminum temperature.

The aluminum (shell side) temperature is given by the
energy balance for the shell side (aluminum). Since the
heat conduction in aluminum is fast, we will assume
steady state for aluminum, i.e.,

0 =
dUal

dt
= Q̇p2al− Q̇al2x,

where Ual is the internal energy of the shell side (alu-
minum), Q̇al2x is the combined heat flow to the fiberboard
and the parquet. We will return to an expression for Q̇al2x.

We also need the effluent water (tube side) temperature
T p

e , which is the temperature of the water returning to the
heated tank:

T p
e = Tal + exp

(
−Np

St

)(
T p

i −Tal
)
. (1)

In the expression for the Stanton number,

ṁp = V̇`ρw

1
Ux

=
1

hw
+

dp
2 ln

(
1+ 2δp

dp

)
kp

where hw is the heat transfer coefficient for water to solid
in the pipe, dp is the inner diameter of the pipe, δp is the
thickness of the plastic water pipe wall, and kp is ther-
mal conductivity of the pipe material (plastic) (Lydersen,
1979).

Likewise, the contact area Ax is, say, 75% of the plastic
pipe surface, i.e.,

Ax = 0.75 ·π
(
dp +2δp

)
Lf

where dp is the inner diameter of the pipe, while Lf is the
length of the pipe in contact with the shell side (aluminum)
in the floor.

2.4.3 Heat transfer to plates

Steady energy balance for the aluminum plate leads to

Q̇p2al = Q̇al2x = Q̇al2pq + Q̇al2fb

where Q̇al2pq is the heat transfer from aluminum at temper-
ature Tal to parquet, while Q̇al2fb is the heat transfer from
aluminum to fiberboard. In addition to this, we will also
need the heat transfer Q̇fb2cb from fiberboard to chipboard.

The dynamics of parquet, fiberboard, and chipboard
will be considerably slower than that of aluminum, so we
include a dynamic model of these plates. In a simplified
description, we assume a thin boundary layer near alu-
minum for parquet and fiberboard, and a thin boundary
layer near fiberboard for chipboard — for the rest of the
board volumes, we assume homogeneous temperature T .
This leads to a simplified model

ρAĉpδ
dT
dt

= A
k
δ
(T0−T )− Q̇x=δ .

Applying this model to all three boards, we associate
quantities as in Table 1. In Table 1, Q̇pq2r is the heat flow
from the parquet to the room — which consists of convec-
tive heat flow and radiative heat flow. Q̇fb2cb is the heat
flow from the fiberboard to the chipboard. Finally, the
heat flow out of the chipboard is zero, because we have
assumed that the insulation material below the chipboard
(“mineral wool”) is perfect.
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Table 1. Quantities and flow rates for boards.

Quantity Parquet Fiberboard Chipboard
T Tpq Tfb Tcb
δ δpq δfb δcb
T0 Tal Tal Tfb

Q̇x=δ Q̇pq2r Q̇fb2cb 0

2.5 Heat transfer related to room
The heat transferred into the room from the parquet floor,
Q̇pq2r, consists of heat convection from the floor, Q̇c

pq2r,
and net radiation, Q̇r

pq2r. Heat convection is given by floor
area Apq and heat flux Q̇′′,cpq2r,

Q̇′′,cpq2r = Upq2r
(
Tpq−Tr

)
.

The net radiation consists of radiation out due to parquet
floor temperature, and return radiation due to radiation
from the ceiling. Assuming that the ceiling has the same
temperature as the room air Tr, it can be shown that

Q̇′′,rpq2r =
1

1
εpq

+ 1
εr
−1

σ
(
T 4

pq−T 4
r
)

where σ is Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant, and εpq and εr
are the emissivities from the parquet floor and the room
(ceiling), respectively. In this radiation expression, abso-
lute temperature must be used. The expression is based on
radiation between two parallel planes. In summary,

Q̇pq2r = Apq

(
Q̇′′,cpq2r + Q̇′′,rpq2r

)
.

There is also a convective heat loss to the surroundings,
Q̇r2a, given by

Q̇r2a = ArQ̇′′r2a

where Ar is the net surface between the room and the am-
bient of the room, while

Q̇′′r2a = Ur2a (Tr−T r
a ) .

3 Dynamic model
Since the density of water and air will be assumed con-
stant, we essentially need the energy balance. The model
can be summarized as follows.

3.1 Heated tank
The model from (Johansen et al., 2019) has been corrected
in a project in a course at USN2, as described in Sec-
tion 2.2. For model details, see (Johansen et al., 2019).

2University of South-Eastern Norway: Course FM1015 Modelling
of Dynamic Systems, group project Fall of 2019.

3.2 Floor heating/heat exchanger
If we neglect the time delay from the heated tank to the in-
let to the floor coil pipes, we have T p

i (t) = T `
i (t). If we in-

stead include the time delay, we have T p
i (t) = T `

i (t− τt2f)
where the time delay from the heater to the floor is τt2f =
Lt2f

v = Lt2f
V̇`/Ap

with length Lt2f of the water pipe from the

heated tank to the floor coil inlet, volumetric flow rate V̇`

in the floor heating pipes, and cross sectional area Ap of
the pipe, i.e., Ap = πr2

p = πd2
p/4.

With aluminum plate temperature Tal, the effluent tem-
perature T p

e of the water after the floor has been heated is
then

T p
e = Tal + exp

(
−Np

St

)(
T p

i −Tal
)
,

where the tube (pipe) side dimensionless Stanton number
Np

St is

Np
St =

(U A)x
ṁpĉp,w

,

with overall heat transfer coefficient Ux, contact surface
Ax in heat exchanger, water mass flow rate in the pipes
ṁp, and water heat capacity ĉp,w, and assuming Np

St is in-
dependent of position x. Here, the overall heat transfer
coefficient is given by

1
Ux

=
1

hw
+

dp
2 ln

(
1+ 2δp

dp

)
kp

where hw is the heat transfer coefficient from water to pipe
wall, kp is the conductivity of the pipe wall (plastic), dp is
the inner pipe diameter, while δp is the pipe thickness. The
contact surface Ax is assumed to be 75% of the external
surface of the pipes, i.e.,

Ax = 0.75π
(
dp +2δd

)
Lf.

The heat transferred from water pipe (tube side) to alu-
minum (shell side) is then Q̇p2al given by

Q̇p2al = ṁpĉp,w
[
1− exp

(
−Np

St

)](
T p

i −Tal
)
.

Here, T p
i is the water pipe inlet temperature to the “heat

exchanger”, while Tal is the exit temperature of the shell
side; since the shell side is assumed to have homogeneous,
Tal is the aluminum temperature.

The water temperature that enters the return loop to
the heated tank is T p

e (t) if we neglect time delay, and
T p

e (t− τf) if we include the time delay of the water flow-
ing through the floor coils, τf =

Lf
v = Lf

V̇`/Ap
(assuming the

same pipe cross sectional area everywhere).
Assuming steady energy balance for the aluminum

plate gives
0 = Q̇p2al− Q̇al2x,

where Q̇p2al is given above, while Q̇al2x is given by

Q̇al2x = Q̇al2pq + Q̇al2fb
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with
Q̇al2pq = Ar

kpq

δpq

(
Tal−Tpq

)
and

Q̇al2fb = Ar
kfb

δfb
(Tal−Tfb)

with Ar being the area of the room floor.
For the heat flow from fiberboard to chipboard, we have

Q̇fb2cb = Ar
kcb

δcb
(Tfb−Tcb) .

The effluent water from floor heating at temperature T p
e

is returned to the heated tank through a pipe of length Lf2t.
If the time delay is neglected, we have Ti (t)= T p

e (t). If we
include the time delay, the relation is Ti (t) = T p

e
(
t− τf2p

)
where τf2p =

Lf2p
V̇`/Ap

.

3.3 Board models
The models for the parquet, the fiberboard and the chip-
board can be summarized as follows:

ρpqArĉp,pqδpq
dTpq

dt
= Q̇al2pq− Q̇pq2r

ρfbArĉp,fbδfb
dTfb

dt
= Q̇al2fb− Q̇fb2cb

ρcbArĉp,cbδcb
dTcb

dt
= Q̇fb2cb.

Here,

Q̇pq2r = Q̇c
pq2r + Q̇r

pq2r

Q̇c
pq2r = ArUpq2r

(
Tpq−Tr

)
Q̇r

pq2r = Ar
1

1
εpq

+ 1
εr
−1

σ
(
T 4

pq−T 4
r
)
.

3.4 Room model
With a simplistic room model, we only consider air mass
mr with no ventilation. Then

dUr

dt
= Q̇pq2r− Q̇r2a

where Ur is the internal energy of the room air, for simplic-
ity, dUr ≈ mrĉv,adTr, where ĉv,a = ĉp,a− R

Ma
is the specific

heat capacity of air at constant volume, ĉp,a is the specific
heat capacity at constant pressure, with gas constant R and
molar mass of air Ma. Here,

Q̇r2a = As
rUr (Tr−T r

a )

where As
r is the surface area of the room against the am-

bient temperature T r
a , Ur is the overall heat transfer coef-

ficient from room air temperature Tr to ambient tempera-
ture.

In a more realistic room model, we would also take
into account stored energy in furniture, walls, etc., multi-
ple rooms with transport between the rooms, and radiation
from the sun into the room.

3.5 Model parameters
Model parameters for the heated tank are given in (Jo-
hansen et al., 2019), while model parameters for the
floor/heated room are given in Table 2.

Let us briefly discuss the time delays of water flow in
the system. With V̇` ∈ [1,13]L/min and Ap = πd2

p/4 we
find time delays:

τt2f =
Lt2f

V̇`/Ap
=

20 ·101π
(12·10−2)

2

4
V̇`

=
2.26
V̇`

= [0.17,2.3]min

τf =
Lf

V̇`/Ap
=

250

V̇`π
(12·10−2)

4

= [2.2,28.3]min

τf2t =
Lf2t

V̇`/Ap
= τt2f.

This means that for low flow rates, the time delay main be
up to 30min through the floor pipe. The time delay in the
transport pipes is small, though. The characteristic time
constants of the system are in the same order of magni-
tude, (Johansen et al., 2019). Thus, the time delay should
be considered. For simplicity, a simple approximation of
the time delay is to put it between the outlet of the floor
pipe and the heated tank. We use the approximate descrip-
tion

dx1

dt
=

1
τ1

(T p
e − x1)

dx1

dt
+

dx2

dt
=

2
τ2

(x1− x2)

...
dxN−1

dt
+

dxN

dt
=

2
τN

(xN−1− xN)

with Ti = xN and τ = ∑
N
i=1 τi =

(Lt2f+Lf+Lf2t)Ap
V̇`

. For sim-
plicity, we set τi =

τ

N .

4 Simulation results
The model of the heated tank with 20 slices and speci-
fied input temperature Ti is simulated, and compared to a
model of the combined heated tank and floor heating with
circulating water providing Ti, using the model parameters
in (Johansen et al., 2019) and those in Table 2, with N = 3
“volumes” in the time delay approximation.

Key inputs to the systems are given in Fig. 3. Observe
that inlet temperature to the heated tank, Ti, is only used
when the heated tank is simulated as an independent sys-
tem. It has been assumed that the ambient temperature
to the heated tank is T t

a = 15 ◦C, while that the outdoor
temperature is T r

a = 5 ◦C; both are assumed to be constant
over time.Initial values of all states (temperatures) are set
to 25 ◦C.

Figure 4 compares the temperature distribution in the
heated tank for the cases (a) that the heated tank is an in-
dependent system with specified Ti, and (b) that the heated
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Table 2. Model parameters for room with floor heating.

Parameter Value Comment
dp 12mm Inner diameter of floor pipe
δp 2mm Thickness of floor pipe wall
kp 0.5W/mK Thermal conductivity of floor pipe material (PEX)
Lf 250m Length of pipe in floor heat exchanger

Lt2f 20m Length of pipe from tank to floor coils
Lf2t 20m Length of return pipe from floor coils to tank
Ax 0.75π

(
dp +2δp

)
Lf Heat transfer area from water to aluminum plate

hw 6500W/m2K Heat transfer from water to pipe wall

Ux 1/

(
1

hw
+

dp
2 ln

(
1+

2δp
dp

)
kp

)
Overall heat transfer coefficient, water to aluminum

Ar 50m2 Area of floor with floor heating
hr 2.5m Height of room
Vr hrAr Volume of room
ρa 1.225kg/m3 Density of air

ĉp,a 1kJ/kgK Specific heat capacity at constant pressure, air
R 8.31kJ/kmolK Gas constant

Ma 28.97kg/kmol Molar mass of air
ĉv,a ĉp,a− R

Ma
Specific heat capacity at constant volume, air

mr ρaVr Mass of air in room
δpq 14mm Thickness of parquet
δfb 36mm Thickness of fiberboard
δcb 22mm Thickness of chipboard
ρpq 750kg/m3 Density of parquet material
ρfb 230kg/m3 Density of fibreboard material
ρcb 700kg/m3 Density of chipboard material

ĉp,pq 2kJ/kgK Specific heat capacity of parquet material
ĉp,fb 1.4kJ/kgK Specific heat capacity of fibreboard material
ĉp,cb 1.8kJ/kgK Specific heat capacity of chipboard matierial
kpq 0.17W/mK Thermal conductivity of parquet material
kfb 0.049W/mK Thermal conductivity of fibreboard material
kcb 0.15W/mK Thermal conductivity of chipboard material
σ 5.6494 ·10−8 W

K4 m2 Stefan-Boltmann’s constant
εpq 0.9− Emissivity of parquet
εr 0.96− Emissivity of ceiling (room)
As

r Ar +4hr
√

Ar Surface area of room
kr
δr

0.15W/m2K Heat transfer coefficient through wall

Ur 1/
(

1
ha
+ δr

kr
+ 1

ha

)
Overall heat transfer coefficient, room to ambient
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Figure 3. Control inputs uP (power fraction to heated tank),
uv (water flow valve opening), and V̇` (volumetric flow rate in
heating loop).

Figure 4. Temperature distribution (Te: effluent temperture from
heated tank; T (zP): temperature at heating element; Ti: influent
temperature to heated tank; T s

j temperature at heated tank sen-
sors; T `

i inlet temperature to floor heating loop) in heated tank
for cases (a) the heated tank is an independent system with spec-
ified tank inlet temperature Ti, and (b) the heated tank and the
floor heating system are connected via a water loop where Ti is
the return water temperature from the floor heating.

tank and the floor heating system are connected such that
Ti is caused by a return of water from the floor.

Figure 5 shows the temperatures in the floor heating
part: Tal, Tpq, Tr, Tfb, Tcb.

Using a DAE solver (OpenModelica), we immediately
also find other quantities such as heat flows. As an ex-
ample, Fig. 6 shows the heat flow from water pipe to alu-
minum, Q̇al2p, as well as heat flow out of the aluminum
plate, Q̇al2x. Furthermore, the figure shows the separate
heat flow from aluminum to parquet, Q̇al2pq, and from alu-
minum to fiberboard, Q̇al2fb.

Because steady state is assumed for the aluminum plate,
Q̇al2x ≡ Q̇p2al. Furthermore, Q̇al2x = Q̇al2pq + Q̇al2fb. Ob-
serve that with the given initial temperatures of the fiber-
board, Q̇al2fb < 0 in these operating conditions.

Figure 7 shows the total heat flow from the parquet to
the room, and the heat flow due to convection vs. radia-
tion.

Figure 5. Temperature evolution in various compartments in
the floor heating system (Tj: temperature in compartment j —
al: aluminum plate, pq: parquet, r: room, fb: fiber board, cb:
chip board). Observe that all compartments start at 25◦C.

Figure 6. Heat flows from floor water pipe through aluminum to
parquet and fiberboard (Q̇i2 j: heat flow rate from compartment
i to j, where i, j are p: water pipe, al: aluminum plate, pq: par-
quet, fb: fiber board). Observe that for the case studied here, the
flow from the aluminum plate to the fibreboard is negative.

Figure 7. Heat flows from parquet to room (Q̇k
i2 j: heat flow rate

from compartment i to compartment j, where pq: parquet, r:
room, and k indicates heat flow type, c: convection, r: radiation).
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An interesting observation is that heat flow by radiation
dominates over heat flow by convection. Often, the ra-
diation flow term is linearized and converted into a quasi
convection term, with modification of the total heat trans-
fer coefficient.

5 Conclusions
A previous model of a stratified heated water tank has been
improved, and extended with a water circulation loop for
heating of the floor in a room. A simple approximation of
an advection model has been used in the water loop, and
the heat transfer to the floor layers has been described as
a cross-current heat exchanger to an aluminum plate with
infinitely fast dynamics. The heat is then transported from
the aluminum plate to a chip-board below the aluminum
plate, and through a fiberboard plate through the parquet,
and then via convection and radiation to the room. In the
floor layers, the effects of a thin plastic film and a thin felt
paper have been neglected, and perfect insulation has been
assumed below the chipboard. The room model is overly
simple in that only air has been included; in reality, air
heats furniture, walls, etc., which will add to the thermal
mass of the room. Still, the extension in the paper are
believed to give a realistic description of the transfer of
heat from a heated tank to the floor of a building.

An important result is that the water circulation loop has
a considerable effect on the dynamics of the water tank
temperatures. A previous paper discussed tuning of pa-
rameters for model fitting. The effect of the circulation
loop indicates that the circulation loop should be taken
into consideration when tuning model parameters.

The model contains a large number of parameters; (Jo-
hansen et al., 2019) and Table 2. Most of these parame-
ters are available from the literature/experimental work at
building institutes. Because of the physical nature of the
model, such literature values will not be too far off from
their real values. However, some of the parameters are
uncertain. This is especially true with some heat trans-
fer coefficients. Thus, in practice, it will be necessary
to tune some of the parameter values based on available
experimental data. Because of the physical nature of the
model, the model can be expected to generalize better to
other buildings than a purely empirical/data-driven model
would have.

Future work will include a more detailed room/apart-
ment model, and better scaling of the heater power com-
pared to the heat loss in the system. It is also of interest
to include more formal description of water physics and
heat transfer. Model fitting will be an important part of an
improved model. Finally, it is of interest to look more into
how such a model can be used in a control system.
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